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The English World Cambridge Exam Preparation Course

Cambridge Exam Preparation

• Gain access to English speaking universities

• Achieve excellent exam results and improved career prospects

• Validate your progress with qualifications recognised around the world

• Maximum 6 per class

• Minimum age is 16 years

Cambridge English certificates are awarded by a department of the world famous University of Cambridge. 

They are taken by over two million people a year and recognised by more than 6,000 universities, employers 

and immigration authorities around the world. The certificates cover listening, speaking, reading and writing 

giving accurate proof of your language skills.

Preparing for a Cambridge certificate helps you to master the skills you need to use English in the real world. 

The certificates are linked to the Common European Framework of References for Languages as follows:

B2 First

B2 First (FCE) is an upper intermediate exam that tests your ability to deal confidently with a range of 

written and spoken communication situations.

C1 Advanced

C1 Advanced (CAE) is an advanced exam that tests your ability to communicate with confidence in English 

for work or study purposes.

C2 Proficiency

C2 Proficiency (CPE) is a very advanced level exam, for learners who have achieved a high level of language 

skills.

Our course helps you to:

• Be confident in handling all aspects of the exam

• Be able to express your thoughts and opinions fluently

• Gain an expanded range of vocabulary and expressions

• Be able to use grammar and syntax effectively

• Overcome the anxiety of facing the exam through intensive exam practice

Course content

The course consists of 20 hours of tuition per week in small groups (max 6 per class) + 5 hours of one-to-

one tuition per week for specific exam revision and practice.  The course is built around a strong structure 

which supports the learning and guides progress. We measure this progress clearly and visibly to highlight 

strengths, needs and objectives.
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Sample timetable

Cambridge Exam Preparation

0900 to 1000 Skills Training

1015 to 1115 Accuracy in Grammar

1130 to 1230 Confident Spoken Performance

1330 to 1430 Language Focus

1445 to 1545 Examination Focus

Timetable is a sample and may be subject to change.

Certificate

At the end of the course each student receives a certificate of achievement, showing the level achieved.

Cultural experience

We offer suggestions about places to see and experiences to enjoy in and around central London.  We can 

also offer information and advice about day trips out of London for your weekends.

Accommodation

We offer homestay accommodation with local hosts.  This includes a single room and two meals per day 

(breakfast and evening meal).  

Transfer on arrival

We can give you advice about how to travel into central London from your point of arrival. Or we can 

arrange a private taxi meeting service for you.

Included in the course

• All tuition

• All course materials

• Use of school facilities including student study lounge with tea/coffee

• End of course certificate

Dates

Courses start every Monday and can be of any number of weeks’ duration.

How to book

Please complete the course application form and return it to info@regent.org.uk. The course enrolment 

team will acknowledge the receipt of your application and will contact you if there are any queries.

Once the course enrolment is processed, you will receive a course confirmation and an invoice for the course 

fees (it is a requirement to pay course fees in full before the start of the course)


